May 10, 2022

The Yale International Alliance (YIA) extends a warm congratulations to the graduating class of 2022 and welcomes you to the international Yale alumni family! The Yale International Alliance (YIA) [1] celebrates international experience while working towards a better world for all. Their activities range from conversations with leading Yale faculty and public figures making a difference in the world, to the YIA Film Society, where members gather each month to discuss international movies.

YIA’s flagship offering to alumni is the YIA Common Room,™ a series of virtual meetings bringing together alumni from across time zones and world regions to recreate the Yale experience of intellectual dialogue and debate, fostering new friendships, and sparking collaborative ideas in the process. This unique YIA program has rapidly grown in popularity and become one of the most sought after YAA experiences, including hundreds of participants a year, to explore topics as diverse as China in the world or the role of intelligence in the 21st century. Please visit their website [1] or contact them at yaleinternationalalliance@gmail.com [2] to find out more about the YIA and how to become a member.
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